Sound in water
Basic principles for hydroacoustics
What is hydroacoustics?
It is a fact that we, whose daily tasks are development
and production of advanced
equipment for exploitation
of the sea, often use a language incomprehensible to
other people. We are aware
that our jargon might be
“Greek” to some of you, and
will, with this booklet, try to
rectify this problem. Our aim
is to give a popular description of our activities and to
supply information about
the usage and advantages of
our sonars and echo sounders used for fishery, offshore
activities and naval defence.

Kongsberg Maritime a part of the Kongsberg Group,
has supplied electronic
equipment to ships for more
than 50 years. We have
pioneered the commercial
utilization of underwater
acoustics - hydroacoustics,
and the echo sounder and
the asdic (sonar) became
for the fisherman what the
tractor was for the farmer
and the van for the tradesman - excellent tools for
increased profitability.
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An autumn night, dark and
foggy...
You might have wondered how it is possible for alien
submarines to operate “safely” in coastal waters despite
extensive usage of the most modern equipment by naval
defence. The fact is - it is difficult to see under the water.
Imagine the situation. You are on a dark, country road.
The fog is dense. A light more than 100 feet away is
indistinguishable. Should you light a torch, its rays
would meet a wall of fog a short distance ahead. The
value of light is minimal. You will have to rely on
your hearing. You will hear a car far away - determine
from where is comes and hear its approach. You can
shout and listen, and you will discover that sound
travels as if it were broad daylight. That is, in a nutshell, the situation under water. We use sound.
However, sound as such, must be defined. The pitch
of the sound (the frequency) is measured in Hertz. One
Hertz equals one complete sound wave per second.
Frequencies used in echo sounders and sonars vary
from 12 to 700 kHz. (1000 Hz = 1 kHz). The human
ear is able to register frequencies up to 16 kHz. The
speed of sound in air is about 330 metres per second.
In water the speed is about 1500 metres per second.

The antenna (the transducer) fitted to the hull of the
vessel contains both a transmitter and a receiver.
A signal (sound pulse) is transmitted, aimed at the
seabed. The pulse is reflected, and elapsed time multiplied by the sound speed determines the distance to the
bottom - the depth. The data received from the transducer is processed in the sounder’s control unit and
presented either on a screen or on paper (echogram).
The
space
between
the
keel
and
the
bottom is the fish’s domain. Echoes from
fish are registered on the echo sounder.
The extensive development in electronics and
technology during the last decades has been
of vast importance to the performance of the
latest generations of echo sounders and sonars.

Echo sounders
Most of you have experienced echoes. You shout
against a mountain wall, and your voice returns
as an echo. An echo sounder works like that.
Unit on the bridge with display,
transmitter and receiver

Multibeam echo sounder

Transducer for
transmitting and
receiving sound pulses
(normally in the same unit)
Transmitted
sound pulse

Echo from the
bottom

Bottom

Today it is possible to register - not only existence of fish and the quantity, but also the size
and swimming direction of the individual fish!
As mentioned, the echo sounder is also used for
measuring the depth, and systematic measurements can be compiled into maps of the seabed.
However, with single-beam echo sounders this is
a tiresome and time- consuming task. By employing a multibeam system, a much larger area
(swath) is covered in considerably shorter time.
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Today’s technology allows data collected
from the echo sounder to be registered on a
computer as the vessel sweeps the selected
area, and preliminary contour maps of the
seabed are compiled simultaneously on board.
Detailed 3D contour maps are processed
off-line, and are essential for offshore
exploration and production of oil and gas,
as well as for general navigation. The

A three-dimensional map of the seabed

Sonars
The echo sounder operates vertically,
and the transducer detects echoes
from fish and other objects and the
bottom. If we tilt the transducer from
the vertical position we have a sonar.
There are two kinds of sonars,
active and passive. The active
sonar is equipped with both
transmitter and receiver, while
the passive only has a receiver.
Let us look at a couple of samples from another environment.
In the “old” days, before the invention
of radar, the skippers of coastal craft
A fishing vessel uses sonar to locate fish
in Norway used the echo as a navigational aid in the narrow fjords lined with high mountains.
The transducer is made up of a number of sepaOn dark and foggy nights the skippers used the
rate transducer elements mounted on a sphere or a
foghorn frequently, and the echo gave their trained
cylinder, and in this way beams can be formed in
ears indications as to the distance to the shore
any direction, ensuring rapid detection of targets.
(“active sonar”) or they would listen to the breaking
Different types of sonars are required for differwaves for navigational guidance (“passive sonar”).
ent purposes. The applications are many: search for
fish, submarines, mines, wrecks, etc. It is also posAn active sonar can send out sound pulses and receive
sible to detect leakage of oil or gas from pipelines
echoes in the underwater hemisphere. Earlier this was
used in connection with offshore production.
achieved by mechanically moving a single-beam transducer first by hand and later on electrically towards the
wanted direction. Today this is done electronically.
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The choice of frequency is important for the range
of the sonar. By rule of thumb: low frequency
gives long range, while high frequency provides
high resolution. Low frequencies require large
transducers, while small transducers are sufficient
for high frequencies and are therefore more suit-

able for small vessels. Transducer dimensions
vary from some millimetres to several metres.
The Navy is the main user of passive sonars (hydrophones). They are used
by both submarines and surface vessels.

Instrumentation
Different purposes and applications are decisive for the
usage of the different types of echo sounders and sonars.
All phases in offshore operations - from searching for
oil to production
and finally closing
down an oil field
- require a bird's
eye view of the
different subsea
locations, objects
and constructions.
It is possible to
put “markers” on
spots of interest.
These
markers
are called transponders. A specially
designed
sonar called a
Hydroacoustic
Positioning and
Reference System
activates
the
transponder, and
from the reply,
positioning with

an accuracy better than 0.30 degrees is possible. Such
systems are used for underwater navigation, either
relative to a fixed object on the bottom or for keeping
track of an ROV (Remotely Operated Vehicle). Underwater oil production units can also
be monitored and
operated by sound
pulses, and BOPs
- blowout preventers - are closed
in the same way.
These positioning
and reference systems are also used
as a reference for
dynamic positioning of drilling
rigs and other
vessels, and for
long-range transmission of data
for
underwater
communication,
as well as many
other
offshore
applications.

An ROV is positioned by a hydroacoustic positioning and
reference system. This system uses a spherical transducer.
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As regards naval activities, the demand for varied
instrumentation is substantial. A submarine will
require both active and passive sonars for long as well
as short range. It must be able to listen to and register
other submarines and surface vessels. It must be able
to detect and avoid subsea construction work and other
obstacles. Hence a submarine is equipped with the most
advanced and comprehensive sonar instrumentation.
A naval surface vessel also requires comprehensive
sonar equipment in order to comply with its many
tasks. To observe submarines and other vessels a

passive sonar cable is used. In addition it will need
an active sonar mounted on the hull, plus a submersible, active sonar to be towed astern, the latter to
avoid the effects of temperature layers in the sea.
A modern, ocean-going fishing vessel is amply
equipped with echo sounders and sonars. A trawler
will in addition have instruments registering depth of
trawl, the trawl's position, water temperature and the
amount of fish inside the trawl. A sonar mounted on
the trawl's headrope produces comprehensive information of the trawl opening and the surrounding area.

A trawl instrumentation system
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The laws of physics

The Doppler effect

A phenomenon creating problems for fishermen and
naval personnel - but at the same time giving submarines
the chance to escape - is the presence of layers in the sea,
layers made by differences in temperature and salinity.

When a vibrating source of waves is approaching an
observer, the frequency observed is higher than the frequency emitted by the source. When the source is receding, the observed frequency is lower than that emitted.

Sound waves in water do not follow a straight path.
Deflection occurs when the sound passes through the
mentioned layers. The speed of sound varies in accordance with these factors, and shadow zones occur. In the
summer, a sonar might be efficient on short ranges only.

This is known as the Doppler effect, a phenomenon that most of us have observed many times.
A plane roaring past at a low altitude, the sound
at an increasing pitch as it approaches, and getting lower the moment the plane passes overhead.

Because of the warm surface water, the sound will
be deflected towards the bottom instead of following a straight horizontal path. A remedy is
to lower the transducer below the layer of warm
water. In the winter, extremely long ranges can
be obtained, as the surface waves are slightly
colder, giving an upward deflection of the sound.

The Doppler effect is part of subsea technology. In
modern sonars, for instance., the effect is utilized to
differentiate moving targets from stationary ones echoes from fish and submarines from seabed echoes.

The sound waves are deflected towards the bottom when
the surface water is warm
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New technology opens new perspectives
We hope that this popularized description of
sonars and echo sounders has been comprehensive
enough and has given an idea of the usage of
instrumentation for underwater purposes - the possibilities and limitations of today’s technology.
Kongsberg Maritime AS and Simrad AS, through
research and development, will do their utmost to
improve the present instrumentation and will introduce new products for an increasing number of users.
We have learned that we can produce three-dimensional maps of the seabed by the aid of echoes.
With a directional antenna - comparable with a
TV-antenna consisting of a frame with a multiple
of ribs - we will have a nearly exact method of
positioning. The improvements are achieved with
faster computers and advanced techniques in signal
processing - the ability to take measurements inside
each beam from the antenna. This method we call
phase-measurements and is used in some sonars.

Variable Depth Sonar (VDS) is much used by naval
defence vessels. VDS is expensive and relatively
inaccurate and cumbersome to operate. These facts
are causing continuous research for free swimming,
self propelled sonars, In the future, the sonar head
(transducer) may be cableless, moving below or
beside the parent vessel, transmitting wireless sound
communication. It must be steerable and have a speed
like that of the parent vessel. In addition, the quality of the wireless transmission of the picture must
compare favourably to cable transmission. This is
the future - making the subsea world even more
accessible for commercial and military exploration.
A modern fishing vessel will be equipped with more
than one sonar. A long-range sonar (low frequency)
is needed to locate distant schools of fish, but
detailed information from a short-range sonar (high
frequency) is required when on top of the school
and the catching operation is about to commence.

With the new techniques we are able to measure
angles under water with an accuracy comparable
to that achieved by use of laser technology in air.
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